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ABSTRACT

Service quality is a gap between perceptions toward service provided. Customer satisfaction is response by emotion or attitude of customer after use the services and products. Today, researcher wants to identify the level of service quality in Islamic banking at Perak state whether low or high. Researcher also wants to identify the level of customer satisfaction towards products and services provided by Islamic banking. Objectives of this research are to determine customer satisfaction level towards the services provides by Islamic banking, to assess customer perception towards service quality level which is provide by Islamic banking, to determine service quality level in Islamic banking and to identify differential between demographic factor and customer satisfaction. Researcher use quantitative data in order to collect the data and get the result.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Antecedent

In development of finance economics, banking system is important in order to give financial service to society such as saving, investment, funding and so on in systematic. Islamic mankind succeeds in developing Islamic banking institution which is can compete with other institution. Islamic bank developed history started from Mesir in 1963 as first modern Islamic bank in the world. Nowadays, Islamic banking system is part of modern finance system to Islamic countries through comprehensive system or old system.

The first Islamic Bank was build up in Malaysia in year 1983. That means the Islamic banking has been in Malaysia started from that time until now in year 2011. Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB) was the first Islamic bank established in Malaysia on March 1983. The government implemented measures to provide infrastructure for Islamic bank through Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM).

Malaysia is one of Islamic countries that have potential to make Islamic investment as one of industry and at the same time it can helping in country economic growth. This is base on some factors that Malaysia gained before, for example growth in service industry
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